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PRESIDENT’S REPORT August 2013
Not really. Like the truth, our President Dave is out there somewhere as long
as somewhere is defined as within Queensland. Broadband and/or wi fi connection problems seem to be conspiring against him.
So, a few random jottings from your editor follow as print dates wait for no
man (or woman):
A date and venue have been finalised for our Annual Dinner. Details are in a
separate promo in this magazine. I believe New Norcia is, well, new, as a
venue for this dinner. This should be an enjoyable night. If you check the details you will note that there is an upper limit on numbers for catering so marking it in your calendars and booking early look like good moves. The Annual
Dinner is also the time when the club makes a whole bunch of awards to
members (both serious and lighthearted). These should reflect the views and
knowledge of the membership as a whole so the committee definitely encourages everyone to put forward nominations for awards.
Our AGM takes place in November. Office bearers may only serve in the
same position for a maximum of 2 years so there will be great opportunities
for club members to get involved-something else to consider.
The calendar is looking pretty full with a range of socials and trips coming up.
Sometimes trips happen at relatively short notice. Adrian’s “GnangaraWilbinga Dash” on 18/8 is an example. It is therefore a good idea to keep an
eye on upcoming trips listed on the website as there may only be time for limited coverage in the magazine.
Finally, the August club meeting will take place at the usual venue. However, the September meeting will take place on site at ARB Welshpool. Details are listed below. From time to time the club has held meetings at venues
of our advertisers/supporters. ARB Welshpool have been long term supporters of the club, including in their former identity as Central 4wd. The committee is really keen to have a good rollup on the night so please add that to your
calendar as well. …………..Ed.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.
SEPTEMBER club meeting will take place
at ARB WELSHPOOL
143 Welshpool Rd, Welshpool
(7.30 pm, Tuesday 10/9)
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TRIP CO-ORDINATORS REPORT August 2013
Hi All
My car is healthy again after getting a leak in the steering rack on
the way up to the Gymkhana. I was so disappointed I couldn’t teach
everyone how to do those courses properly. Oh well next time.
Speaking of which If you can think of anywhere we can have another
one, May be next year, Please let me know. We’re always looking
for new places to play in.
The Subarogain is on again. From York it takes in a massive chunk
of the wheat belt, the hills and even Freo. Those who sign up will
have to plan carefully as you can only use 1 tank of fuel. It will be a
fun and challenging weekend away.
Also we’ve in the process of getting permission to travel along the
State Barrier Fence in September. The details are on the website.
See you all out there.
Travis
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TRIP PROMOTIONS/INFORMATION

MUNDARING MUNCHINGS
SUNDAY 11/8
We will meet at an excellent patisserie and coffee shop in Gooseberry
Hill at around 10.30 am. You can enjoy an hour or so of chat over coffee
with fellow club members. If you wish to, you can have your coffee or
chocolat from a drinking bowl in the French style. The pastries and cakes
are so glorious looking, it almost seems wrong to demolish them.
We will then travel along the scenic Mundaring Weir Road from Kalamunda towards Mundaring. Hopefully, wildflowers should be starting to
emerge by this time of year
The plan is to stop off at South
Ledge which overlooks the Weir
and water catchment. A 300 metre walk through the bush from
the parking area takes you to the
“Golden View” viewing platform.
Then it’s off to the pub (once you
get back to your vehicle).
The nearby Mundaring Weir Hotel
is renowned as a great place to
gather on Sundays. There are a range of food options at the Hotel, often
with live music.
A lamb spit roast is available from around 3 pm for the real stayers.
None of the elements of the day require advance booking so there is
complete flexibility. You can attend for the coffee only, lunch and/or a
drink at the pub only, or indulge yourself with it all.
Meet at: “Le Croissant Du Moulin”
Gooseberry Hill Village Centre, 169 Railway Rd ( opposite Lenori Road)
10.30 am till 11.30 am. approx.
OR
Mundaring Weir Hotel from 12.30ish
Any questions? Call Tom Minto on 9382 4678
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GNANGARA TO WILBINGA DASH
SUNDAY AUGUST 18
Hello All,
I am running a trip from Gnangara pines to Wilbinga on the 18th of
August,
Details are up on the club website, please have a good read if
interested
Meeting time will be at 8.15am for an 8.30 departure, at the
Beechboro road entrance to the Gnangara Pines (Centre Way)
I am intending to keep it to a maximum of 10 cars as it will be a
long full day of 4wdriving on mainly sandy terrain with a fair distance to cover,
if you have any questions let me know,
Regards
Adrian
adrian_longwood@hotmail.com
0424723558
9279 8993
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SUBAROGAIN 2
24-25 AUGUST
The SubaRogain is back again better than ever. A car rally based in
the rules of cross country orienteering (aka rogaining). Covering an
area over 5000 sq km centred
around York. Competitors choose
from a list of destinations to visit
and accrue points accordingly.
However, only one tank of fuel is
allowed so be careful. The winner will not be the fastest driver but
the best planner and the most economical. Everyone will have a different adventure with great stories to tell. Remember driving safely is
paramount. No prize will compensate for lost limbs or damaged vehicles.

Contacts: Phil ( 0438926274) or
Travis (0433424659
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Capt. Fawcett Track – Sunday 8 /9/ 2013
The Captain Fawcett Track between Dwellingup and Quindanning
commemorates one of the
Peel District’s early pioneers, Captain Theo Fawcett from Pinjarra. In spite
of his holding of 10,000
acres at Pinjarra, and land
being easily available, Fawcett realised he and his
family would require heavier land, so decided to look
towards the other side of
the Darling Range. It was
here he decided to build his house on a selected 5,000 acres of land.
Captain Fawcett showed his bushcraft skills by making his return
journey directly through the bush to the nearest civilisation. He
blazed trees on his way to show his workman and shepherds. That
blazed track is almost exactly the route on which the present day
road runs from Marradong to Dwellingup.
We'll drive through the Murray River valley and then farmland, dissected in places by the belt-line that carries bauxite from the Worsley
mine through to the refinery at Collie. Historic bridges and other features can be seen from various points along the track, and there will
be wildflowers to enjoy.
Where: Near cnr of Baldivis and Safety Bay Roads, Baldivis (in the
car park on north side of Safety Bay Road, approx. 100m SW of the
Caltex Petrol Station)
When: 8:45 am for 9:00 am departure, Sunday 8 September 2013
Bring: Clothes for the weather, camera, morning tea and picnic
lunch, CB radio (if you don’t have a CB please let me know
so we can arrange a club one).
Contact:
Keith Low
0407 477 446 k_low@iprimus.com.au.
(Not available until return from overseas on 7 August 2013)
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CASSEROLE NIGHT
Saturday 21 September
A social we have not had for a few years is a Casserole night. The
idea is that everyone brings along a casserole and a pleasant evening with like-minded participants results.
This year it is to be held at Brad & Jane O'Neils residence in Helena
Valley. Bring your favourite casserole or perhaps a dessert. Please
nominate the dish you will be bringing so we get lots of variety.

Time: From 6.30pm
To be held at Brad & Jane O'Neils residence in Helena Valley.
Full address will be given after joining attendees sheet.
Bring: Your nominated dish
BYO: Your preferred liquid refreshment
Contact: Keith Wilcox 9344 6830
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CLUB MERCHANDISE
(Available for purchase by Club members only)
The Club has a number of “standard” merchandise items for sale
and the Merchandise Officer can also arrange for the purchase of
Zazzle merchandise items, all with a Club logo on them.
“STANDARD” MERCHANDISE
The “standard” merchandise items and current prices are as follows:
Royal blue and white polo shirts (with pocket). The most recent
actual cost was approximately $31.00 (including freight of $4.00).
However, purchases are currently subsidised by the Club, reducing
member cost to $15.00. 100% polyester shirts (Podium Bold Polo)
are also available.
Navy blue Barkley jacket. The most recent actual cost was approximately $59.00
(including freight of $13.00). Selling for
$59.00.
Caps can be ordered through Zazzle
Beanies: Cost $9-35 (local, no freight selling for $9)
Subaru stickers: $2
Flat pack neoprene can coolers: $5
Embroidered badges: $5
History books: $20
ZAZZLE
The website address for Zazzle is http://
www.zazzle.com.au/
For orders, please contact the Merchandise Officer.
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CLUB CALENDAR
August 2013012
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SCHOOL AND PUBLIC HOLIDAYS
School Holidays: Sept 28– Oct. 13
Public holidays:
Sept. 30, Dec 25-26
Potential members are most welcome to come along on any Club
activities before joining. Please phone the Trip Leader for further
information.
Register with the trip leader if you are wanting to join a trip or social.
Also contact the trip leader if you have to cancel, as we don’t want to
wait for someone who does not turn up!
Some trips are ideas only and may be subject to change. Some of the
later trips need trip leaders – volunteers please.
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ANNUAL DINNER Saturday 26 October

Our annual dinner this year is to be at the New Norcia hotel. New Norcia is
132km north of Perth so it should be reached comfortably in less than 2
hours. The menu choice is to be decided but you will need to book your accommodation if required in advance.
The New Norcia hotel has 15 rooms which can accommodate 39 people in
total. They are holding all the rooms for the club until 28 September when
they will be available to the general public. The tariff on these is $75 for a
single, $95 for a double and $22 each for any extra persons in the room, this
includes continental breakfast. A cooked buffet breakfast can be arranged
for an extra charge of $15 per head for a minimum of 15 people.
To book your room contact 9654 8034 or email hotel@newnorcia.wa.edu.au
Please mention the club when you book or you might be told they are unavailable. There is alternative accommodation in New Norcia including using
your own caravan or tent. Visit www.newnorcia.wa.edu.au and click on
‘accommodation-for-individuals-or-groups’ for all the options available.
Get your name down on the trip website as we are limited to 40 people for
the meal.
Where: New Norcia Hotel
Date: Saturday 26 October
Time: 6.30 for 7.00pm.
Contact: Keith Wilcox 0413 266 245
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TRIP & SOCIAL REPORTS
Warriedar Wander – Day 1 – Saturday, 1 June 2013
Departure time was 8.30, but I got hung up behind a large Haulpak
being transported on a low-loader and didn't arrive at the departure
point until about 8.35 or so – just a few minutes late. There were six
cars at the departure point and seven cars on the trip; we were meeting Simon and Anne at Warriedar Station, as they had left a day earlier.
The Haulpak I got stuck behind wasn’t the only one being transported. There were also a couple others, as well as two tipper sections and miscellaneous mine equipment, all being transported north
that day. The Haulpaks and tippers stretched across the entire road,
so all cars and trucks heading the other way had to pull over and
stop when they came through. However, we did pass a double semi
parked on the other side of the road, the rear trailer of which had
been ripped along the side by one of the Haulpaks – nasty! Thankfully for us, the wider loads did pull over at various points, enabling
us to pass.
We stopped at Miling around 10.40 for a quick morning tea. We
were only there about 10 minutes, as we wanted to get away quickly
before the Haulpaks passed us again. Our next stop, for an early
lunch, was at the picnic area in the middle of Wubin. We also filled
up our tanks. While having lunch, a friendly
Yellow Throated Miner was happy to eat the
bread crumbs that I threw his way. We arrived there at about 11.35 and left at 12.00,
continuing along the Great Northern Highway
towards Paynes Find. Forty-three kilometres
short of Paynes Find, we turned left onto the
Yalgoo Ningham Road. Access to Warriedar
Station was thirty kilometres down this road.
As we got near Warriedar, Simon contacted
us over the CB. We would meet him at the
homestead. When we arrived at the homestead (at about 2.00), we were greeted by a
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dozen Mitsubishi Club vehicles that we were told had arrived the previous day. There were repairing the donkey at the shearers quarters,
so that hot water would be
on tap. What a great
idea! It was interesting to
note that all the Mitsubishi
Club members had vans.
No point in roughing it?!
We had a good look
around the homestead.
TrackCare had done a
god job! A lot of effort
had gone into doing up
the windows and door

trims and painting and cleaning the homestead. It looked quite good. Robert put
up his chopper and GoPro to get some
aerial footage.
At 2.30, we headed off to find our night camp, which was near Chulaar Well. We started by following a track north along the boundary
fence between Warriedar and Thundelarra Stations. Two hours later
we had arrived at the Well and soon found a suitable camp for the
two nights. The drive to the camp had been interesting, crossing
washaways, through mud puddles and looking for a track (on a plot)
that in part wasn’t all that well defined.
We didn't see a lot of wildlife on the way; only a small number of
emus and kangaroos. Joy also saw some Grey Wood Swallows.
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At camp, Dave said he would get out his chainsaw to cut some firewood. He had me tricked for a while, as I didn’t know Dave had a
chainsaw. All was soon explained – he brought out a piece of chain
with a saw blade on one edge, that you pulled from end to end.
Very nifty! Soon, the tents were all up and we had a fire going. Nibbles were also out. All was good. It was however cooling down
quickly and, as we had a clear sky, a cold night was expected.
Thanks Jim for great trip.
Tony Richards.

Day 2
It was about 12 degrees overnight and the morning was overcast but everyone was up by 7am for a leisurely start to the
day. Every one had slept well with Anne and Simon in their
new roof top tent and Wendy in her new sleeping bag & mattress in preparation for camping on the Bibbulmun track.
We started off at 9:00 and headed north east on a good track
passing what we thought were small
pit traps. When we stopped at the
North End bore David tried his new
water puller made from 50mm PVC
tube with which he was able to get
water from the bore hole.
As we drove around there was a lot
of evidence of mining exploration in
the area before we headed along the
fence line which borders on Thundelara. Near where the fence line
crosses the main road we stopped
for morning tea at what was the grid
on the old road.
We went along the tracks to the 4 Mile and Top End bores,
which had no water but we were unable to find the northern
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boundary fence
west of the main
road.
We stopped for
lunch at the base of
a small range of
hills with numerous
cut lines and signs
of recent mining
exploration. We
tried to find a track heading back to the North End bore but had
to stop a couple of hundred metres away as the bush was too
thick but we did see a goat.
We then headed back past Chulaar bore then west to the
boundary fence before arriving back at camp by 3:30. The fire
was lit and we sat around chatting and refuelled the cars though
Jim had trouble transferring the fuel from his new auxiliary tank
and even tried bypassing the switch but ended up having to
borrow some fuel from a jerry can. The BBQ plate came out
and was used by a few people before we all turned in fairly
early.
Thanks Jim for another good trip.
David

Day 3
I started the day earlyish, and slowly made brekky and started to
pack my camping gear into the car. It took me a little longer with Katie
not there to help but I had it all done before everyone had finished so
I had a look at Simon and Anne’s new roof top tent. Not a bad piece
of kit, though climbing up and down a ladder to answer the call of naPage 20
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ture during the middle of the night might become annoying quickly.
9 came around and we were off. Heading the long way from our
camp site to the Homestead, we had a bit of fun going through various bog holes, puddles, and the odd rocky patch. Some of the views
from the track were spectacular, and we got to see some wild life
(notably some goats and a kangaroo).
Moring tea was had at an old mine site, which was a stone’s throw
from the Mugs Luck Tavern. Simon found the reading material quite
interesting. With a small exploration over and done we were off
again. The road out was a bit better than the road in, but it still had it
sticky bits. Some parts were quite fun, though I had a bit of a tank
slapper through one bog hole. I was glad at that stage I didn’t have
Katie in the car as I would have been shouted at, a lot.
We got to the homestead which had at this stage been abandoned
by the Mitsubishi club. Maybe they were afraid of the mud, or our
smell. Either way they were gone. We lined up our cars and Rob got
out the phantom and did a fly-by of the cars and the house (it will
look so cool on the website). With lunch and a quick little poke
around, we were off again.
Heading to Wubin I commented on the Lake Goorly mine, how on
the previous trip there was two thirds more hill than there is now.
We had a toilet and rest stop at the new rest area in New Norcia,
and Rob got the Phantom out again for another play (note to self…
Get one and don’t tell Katie). Once every one had a stretch we
headed for home. After some 900 odd km of driving I was glad to
get home though Katie gave me a very strange look and has told me
that the car has made a mud ring, around it.
Travis
____________________________________
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FOR SALE
Diesel Premium Subaru Forester, 2012 model for sale in Perth
W.A. Just over 1 year old
(purchased May 2012. in great
condition, service history up to date
and all service records available.
No accident history
Extras with the Car:
Thule lockable roof rack, Rapid System 757, Load Capacity:
100 kg
Tow Bar
Rear Cargo Mat
Rubber Mats
Rear Step Panel (Resin)
Front Mud Flaps
Nudge Bar
Maximum torque: 350Nm@1600-2400
Subaru 2.0D Premium Additional Features:
17” alloy wheels
Air-conditioning – dual zone climate control
Electric Sunroof
Electroluminescent gauges
Rear View reverse camera
Seat trim leather (Black)
Self Levelling Xenon low beam headlights
. If interested please call 0419 119 416 or 0415 450 962
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FORESTER FORAY
DAYS 1-6 (JULY 6 TO 11)
This trip was led by Ian and Nina. They kindly extended the opportunity for a number of club members to join them in visiting some of
their favourite spots in the Great Victoria Desert. Previous trips in the
area had been in their Hilux in company with other heavier vehicles.
This trip involved Foresters only so was always going to be an interesting experience to see how they coped with the conditions.
Day 1
Everyone gathered and was
ready to go ahead of the
(relatively) early morning start
from Midvale. A good deal of
preparation had gone into getting the vehicles ready-all were
lifted to some degree and had a
range of the individual “tweaks”
that make travel and camping
easier. Ian and Jim had conducted “scrutineering” on the
hoist at the “Fiddles and Nibbles” event. Rajni had really
lashed out-new auto transmission oil cooler, lift kit, 2nd battery, solar
panel, new bull bar, BFG AT tyres etc. Over the course of the trip we
were to learn that he somehow still had the equivalent of a small deli.
on board in terms of chips, nuts, biscuits, wine casks etc. He very
generously shared these goodies at the nightly drinks and nibbles
sessions.
Four vehicles (two X 2 litres and two X 2.5 litres, three auto’s, one
manual) with 7 participants duly set off for what was planned as a19
day trip. We had to allow for at least 15 days without access to supplies, fuel or water so were all heavily laden. Each vehicle was carrying as much as 105 litres of water. Rajni had 80 litres of fuel on the
roof (20 for Ian and Nina).
An early morning tea at Bakers Hill generated a round of carbohydrate loading. Lunch break was at the slightly improbably named
“Ghooli” near Southern Cross. We managed to get our Ghooli’s in
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something of a tangle with 2 vehicles following the GPS ending up at
the pumping station whilst the other 2 were several kilometres away
in the bush. This was resolved thanks to the wonders of UHF radios
and we continued our trek east
Our planned campsite now had various signs identifying it as privately owned station property. We managed to find an excellent alternative in the Kangaroo Hills area and set up camp amongst the
glorious Goldfield gums.
Day 2
This was basically a transport stage to get to Laverton. Jim and Joy
set off early to visit his daughter who lives in Kalgoorlie. The rest of
us caught up later for a bonus civilised morning tea before topping
up supplies and hitting the road.
We refuelled again in Leonora and arrived at Laverton about
4.15pm.The only manned road house in town was closed and the
self service card operation was clearly not functioning. We would
have preferred to top up on fuel then to make an early start but that
was clearly not going to happen.
So we checked into the Caravan Park. Jim had been unwell since
the start of the trip so took the chance to enjoy the last taste of home
comforts for a while by hiring a chalet. The very friendly manager told
us of another card operated pump just off the main road so we all
headed off and duly located the pump. Unfortunately, he had omitted
to mention this was a solitary diesel pump. As all of our vehicles
used petrol, this was interesting to know about but not immediately
useful . What was extremely helpful was the news that eating in a
nearby mining camp mess was an option. The manager very kindly
phoned and confirmed they could manage some paying extras.
Pre dinner drinks at the pub and visiting the mess were all easily
walkable. The buffet meal was great. We all looked forward to dropping in there again when we returned through Laverton some weeks
later.
Day 3
After the petrol station opened, we all topped up fuel and headed out
of town. The earlier stages of the day were over unsealed roads
used by mining companies. This initially meant relatively wide roads
though there were deep dried ruts. We encountered a number of
large trucks (in both directions). These were travelling quite rapidly,
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even where the track was only one vehicle wide. Though we were a
convoy of 4 vehicles, we pulled off the track to allow them past with
self preservation coming to the fore
We encountered a number of
burnt areas, fires most probably started by lightning strikes.
Nina and Ian were struck by
how much had been burnt
since they were last here
some 11 months ago. The
Spinifex is extremely flammable so we repeatedly checked
that none had built up around
the exhaust.
Camp was at “Squid Lake”. I found
out why I had not been able to locate it on any map. Ian likes to allocate his own names to places and
landmarks.
Day 4
All woke to a spectacular sunrise
which partly compensated for the
overnight temperature of -2 degrees. Ian and Nina led a walk

across the salt lake with lots of
information about plant structures, geology and climate. Ian
showed his enthusiasm for
separating out components of
animal droppings to establish
what they had been eating. This earned him the informal title of “Scat
Man”. A number of camel bones were spread around the lake as a
result of camel shooters in the area. Jenni (our sole vegetarian)
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started her ongoing search for the
ideal camel bone souvenirs.
The afternoon was spent playing
with a range of electronic devices.
Rajni had acquired a new GPS for
the trip. However, at this stage, the
only navigational contribution was
the advice “Phone for help”. This
rather complemented the advisory
label on his new tent saying that if
it is wet and windy you should retreat to your vehicle. None of this
exactly sounded like hairy chested
camping stuff. Even Jim was unable to elicit anything more helpful
from the GPS.
Day 5
Travel today was relatively slow. Ian and Nina were struggling to
pick up the tracks left from their visit some 11 months ago. The bush
was varied with spinifex sections interspersed with steep and/or
rocky sections. We also visited a major dry salt lake which had fascinating patterns of salts and other minerals on the surface. The cameras were all getting a full workout
Day 6
We were woken by early morning showers. Jim managed to wake
up, stow his tent and spend the remaining hours in his car. Obviously, the people who put the advisory label on Rajni’s tent knew
what they were about. After
a delayed departure to give
the tents the chance to partially dry out, we continued
heading east, naming our
campsite “Ant Camp” to
recognise the hundreds of,
fortunately docile, ants
swarming around and under
the tents. Mid morning we
came across a bore marked
by a 44 gallon drum. The
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bore casing itself had a welded cap preventing access.
The track was markedly overgrown resulting in much scraping,
banging and, (in our case) aerial bending. We continued through
diverse vegetation including a significant number of the very striking
“Marble Gums” (Eucalyptus gongylocarpa).. Camp for the day was
struck early afternoon in the vicinity of K Hill.
Four of the group set off to reach the hill on foot. A 4.5 km walk almost got them to the hill but they were blocked by a very steep valley and the limited light and time left to return safely to camp.
Others in the group will report on later sections. However, the whole
trip was a great experience for us both and hugely enjoyable.. We
really appreciated the experience and knowledge of our leaders and
their generosity in sharing these special places with us.
Tom and Jenni

THE VIEWS EXPRESSED IN THIS MAGAZINE ARE NOT
NECESSARILY THOSE HELD BY
THE SUBARU 4WD CLUB OF W.A. INC.
Please send articles and photos to the Editor by the Thursday before the
end of the month (earlier is better). PHOTO’S SHOULD BE 400KB
MIN.
Email: editor@subaru4wdclubwa.asn.au in Word format or plain text
Subaru 4WD Club WA Website:
http://www.subaru4wdclubwa.asn.au

POSSIBLE LIFT KIT GROUP PURCHASE:
One of our club members is considering another group purchase of
1” Aluminium lift kit blocks from Subtle Solutions.
If interested, contact Adrian.
adrian_longwood@hotmail.com
0424723558
9279 8993
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